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Tomorrow’s Business Forms
Making the right choices of ownership, structure and
governance to deliver success for business and society



We represent a diverse group of businesses with different forms. Through working together on this project we
have deepened our understanding of the diversity of business forms that is available. We have learned much
from each other by hearing how business form interacts with purpose in each of our organisations. On pages 4
to 9 you will find our personal reflections on the importance of business form to the businesses we lead.

We are not advocates of any one business form. A healthy economy needs a range of organisations. Today we
are seeing that diversity increase. This is encouraging. It could be powerfully reinforced by the choices made by
owners and boards, those who aspire to be owners and government.

We want this report to inform the on-going discussion about what a ‘good’ organisation looks like in terms of
structure and governance.
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Businesses need a clear and inspiring purpose, one with which their employees
and all their stakeholders can identify. This purpose is most effective and successful
if it is underpinned and reinforced by the form of the business. By ‘business form’
we mean the combination of legal status, ownership, structure, governance
arrangements and accountability. Ideally business form is so aligned to purpose
that it adds value and generates additional energy. Where purpose and form are
incompatible, there is a risk that trust and value might be compromised.

Businesses are vital in meeting society’s needs and shaping its prosperity. As
consumers and citizens we have increasingly high expectations of business. There
is a growing desire for locally delivered and ethically sourced products and services.
There is more scepticism about the short-term pressures imposed by shareholders,
and resistance to entrusting work in the public sector to businesses that are only
driven by shareholder returns. Business is part of society and these changes reflect
important trends in society and surrounding environment.

This report’s first aim is to inform owners, boards, advisors and government
of the range of business forms available.

For the owners and board of a business, judgement is involved in matching business
form to activities and purpose. The choice affects leadership, relationships, funding,
time horizons, scale, and can also determine how centralised or decentralised the
business will be and how it will interact with its stakeholders. While it is no guarantee
of business success, the ‘right’ business form is likely to enable the purpose of the
business to be more readily achieved.

The report’s second aim is to guide businesses on the merits of these
different forms.

There is more diversity of business form than is widely appreciated and this diversity
is growing to meet the needs of different businesses. This is good for the economy
and good for society and its importance needs to be better understood and more
widely valued. Diversity of business form fuels innovation, resilience and growth,
and provides greater flexibility to keep up with changing societal and customer
expectations. In this report, we showcase examples of this diversity. We encourage
entrepreneurs setting up a business to choose, and make the best use of, a form
that fits their purpose.

The report’s third aim is to encourage owners and boards to keep their
business form under regular review.

As a business develops and strategy changes, we challenge owners and board
members to reconsider the use that they are making not only of their legal status
but of all the options within it. This review may lead to changes in their ownership,
governance, or articles of association within their existing form, or simply to a
reaffirmation of the validity of the current form.

The report’s fourth aim is to encourage government to make full use of the
current diversity of business form and to promote further diversity so as to
enhance our economy, and our society.

At all levels from local to supra-national, government has the opportunity to be open
to a diversity of business form and purpose in its roles as regulator and policymaker,
business owner, and buyer of business services. As well as using narrow economic
criteria, government needs to bear in mind the implications of its choice on factors
ranging from employee motivation and client confidence to national security and
public trust in business.

Executive summary
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An agenda for change

For owners and boards…
There is value in boards and owners of a business – whether sole traders,
partners, co-operative members, individual shareholders, institutional investors
or government – keeping under review the combination of legal status, ownership,
structure, governance arrangements and accountability that together make up their
business form. Questions they might ask include:

• What are the purpose and values of our business and to what extent are these
enabled or constrained by our current business form?

• Does our business form inspire the workforce to achieve the business
purpose? Does it help to connect the business to its wider stakeholders in
society? Does it help to incentivise appropriate behaviours over the long-term?

• Does it help the business to attract the funding it needs to achieve its purpose?

• Can we name a competitor that has a business form which gives it advantages
over us?

• Is there potential to change the ownership, the articles or the legal status of our
organisation so that these are more closely aligned with our intended purpose
and the needs of our stakeholders?

• What longer term changes in our business form might be desirable and
achievable over a decade or more? What are the options?

• What steps can we take to open up the potential for these changes?

• How often should we review our business form?

For business advisors and researchers (accounting, law,
strategy, investment, governance, academia)…
There is an array of advisors ready to help companies become listed but there is
less awareness of other options. Questions advisors might ask include:

• Do we understand the purpose of the client’s business?

• Are we sufficiently aware of the need to align business form with purpose?

• Do we take into account the scope for different business forms in the advice
we give?

• Are we aware of new developments and all the options available to clients?

• Do we encourage clients to review their business form and ask if it is, or
continues to be, fully aligned to purpose?

• Can we offer a range of model articles designed to meet each client’s unique
purpose and reflecting the wide range of available business forms?

• Is there academic research which throws light on the appropriateness of
different business forms for different purposes?
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For businesses working with the public sector…
• Can businesses take a lead in developing better tests and criteria to enable

those who make buying decisions on behalf of the taxpayer to discriminate
between businesses based on character, behaviour and track record, as well
as on their products or services?

• Could we envisage businesses competing for contracts using such
wider criteria?

For government…
Government has a critical role in three capacities. All the questions for owners and
boards (see page 2) are relevant to its role as a business owner. In addition:

As regulator and policymaker

• Does government have a clear policy on the encouragement and promotion of
diverse business forms? Just as the Nuttall Review focused attention on policy
on employee ownership, would a review of innovation of business form across
the world be helpful in informing such a policy in the UK?

• How can government and regulation help boards and owners be more aware
of all the options open to them when they review their current business form?

• Can government encourage the development of a more diverse range of model
articles for companies to choose from?

As buyer of business services

• How can decision makers demonstrate that in their design of purchasing,
commissioning or franchising processes, they are taking sufficient account
of business form, and its implications for achieving the right balance between
the interests of shareholders, employees, service users and taxpayers?

• What impact do current purchasing processes and decisions have on the
encouragement or otherwise of corporate diversity?

• Is there adequate guidance both at EU and at UK level setting out how goods
and services can be procured using criteria that reward providers with business
forms that have positive environmental and social features, while complying
with competition law? And is this reflected in the practice of those involved in
buying and commissioning services?
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Business form – partner perspectives

ACCA
ACCA is a professional body for accountants which is based in London but operates
on a global basis.

ACCA as it exists today is the result of the amalgamation of a number of antecedent
bodies, most of which were set up as companies limited by guarantee. Since 1974
we have been a company incorporated by Royal Charter. As such, we enjoy a high
degree of freedom to manage our own affairs but in doing this are subject to the
ultimate supervision of the Privy Council. The Charter is our primary constitutional
document and defines our purpose, powers and governance system; any
amendments to that Charter are subject to the approval of the Privy Council.

We are a non-profit making enterprise and our Charter requires us to act in the
public interest and to promote high professional standards.

ACCA has grown over the years to be one of the largest bodies of its kind. We
currently have 162,000 qualified members and 426,000 students training for the
ACCA qualification, over half of them now residing outside the UK. In response to
significant change in our membership profile we have set up a consultative entity
known as the International Assembly, which features representatives from each
of the countries in which ACCA operates, and allows all geographical sections of
ACCA’s family to participate in the running of the body’s affairs. The changed profile
is also now reflected in the fact that over half of the members of ACCA’s governing
Council now come from outside the UK and Ireland.

Adnams
Adnams plc has always been proud to ‘do different’ and do it well. It brews
great beer and distils fine spirits from the very best ingredients. Adnams is firmly
committed to quality in all that it does. This extends to relationships it holds with
staff, customers, suppliers, shareholders and the wider communities in which it
operates. Established as a family business in 1872 the intervening years have seen
the Adnams and Loftus families play full and active roles in the development of
the company.

The company possesses an inherent determination to be innovative and progressive
and as early as 1960 it saw benefit in developing its relationship with staff with the
company initiating a profit sharing scheme for employees. In 1977 it established
an employee trust and in 1992 it importantly implemented an Employee Share
Ownership Scheme.

Today a proportion of its stock is listed on the ISDX market and it is a hybrid
between a family business and listed company driven by an explicit set of social
and environmental values. The business benefits from the governance disciplines
associated with having an external shareholder base whilst also benefitting from
long-term investor stewardship.

Through adaptation of its form and its clearly articulated values there is a growing
and powerful coalescence of shareholders, staff, suppliers and wider interest groups
around its approach. An example of this is the way it encourages staff to engage
with shareholders during ‘Open Days’ where staff accompany shareholders on visits
to the company and are encouraged to talk to them about the business, its values
and ‘how things really get done around here.’
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Anglian Water
Anglian Water has a diverse range of stakeholders whose needs are different and
sometimes conflicting. These include domestic and business customers, multiple
regulators (the most important of which are Ofwat, the Environment Agency, the
Drinking Water Inspectorate and the Consumer Council for Water), investors,
debt providers, government and environmental interest groups.

The water sector is currently undergoing major reform, including changes to
the way prices are set for customers and market reform which includes the
introduction of competition that will allow business customers to choose their
retailer. Water company activity is tightly constrained by the regulatory system,
and this is necessary given the importance of water and wastewater services to
the economy, the health and well-being of customers, the environment, and the
natural geographical monopoly of water companies, all of which have to be
balanced in its day to day activity.

Anglian Water is privately owned by a consortium of four investors who have a
long-term interest in the company. This is important, because the water industry
has a particularly long planning horizon (beyond 25 years), is asset intensive with
associated large capital programmes, and investment made in its infrastructure
is not only for the current customer but also potentially for several generations.

There is a range of different ownership structures in the water sector, for example
not-for-profit and publically listed, each having to balance the need to be profitable
in order to attract the level of investment needed to meet the complex mix of
obligations and requirements.

Arup
Arup is a firm of engineers, designers and consultants founded by engineer and
philosopher Sir Ove Arup in 1946 as a professional services partnership.

In 1970 Ove delivered a pivotal address (The ‘Key Speech’) to his fellow partners
in which he articulated a vision embracing the future of design and engineering, the
prerequisites of a socially purposeful and ethically secure business, and the specific
values he wanted to protect and nurture in the firm.

In 1977 Ove and his fellow partners elected to give up their ownership of
the business and gifted 100% of the firm’s equity into a trust structure with all
employees as the beneficiaries. Consequently Arup has been an employee-owned
business for over 35 years.

Arup now has over 11,000 members working from over 90 offices worldwide with a
turnover exceeding £1 billion. All staff share any surplus profit through a profit share
based on global results.

We believe that Arup’s ownership model is a key component of our value-based
ethos, creative culture and innovative direction. It has contributed to 35 years of
continuous, steady growth with a profit recorded every year. Having no external
shareholders or investors allows us to take the long-term view in terms of strategy,
growth, diversification and internal investments. The terms of our trust protects
the firm’s ownership while the cash reserves we maintain ensure that Arup is truly
independent and free of any pressure to pay dividends to external shareholders.
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Camelot
As the licensed operator of the National Lottery, Camelot’s objective is to
maximise returns to National Lottery Good Causes through selling tickets in a
socially-responsible way. Since 1994, Camelot has made a winning business of
running one of the world’s most successful lotteries – and a high-profile national
institution – achieving an unparalleled track record in innovation and long-term,
responsible growth.

To date, The National Lottery has raised over £30 billion for the good causes,
with more than 400,000 individual awards made across the UK, and paid out over
£49 billion in prizes to players, creating more than 3,400 millionaires in the process.

Camelot’s third successive operating licence began on 1 February 2009 and was
recently extended by four years to 2023.

Since 2010, Camelot has been owned by Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan, the
largest single professional pension plan in Canada. Camelot operates as a group
structure – made up of five operating companies – to support both its core UK
National Lottery business (operated by Camelot UK Lotteries Limited), and its
ambitious international growth and diversification plans.

Designed to maximise effectiveness, this structure provides clear leadership,
direction, accountability and reporting for each of the five operating companies.
Using a common business model for companies which operate with diverse
products, markets and services, Camelot’s structure is designed to provide the
best possible platform for long-term, future growth.

Deloitte
‘Deloitte’ is the brand under which nearly 200,000 dedicated professionals in
independent firms throughout the world collaborate to provide audit, consulting,
financial advisory, risk management and tax services to clients. These firms are
members of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited (DTTL), a UK private company limited
by guarantee. DTTL and each of the DTTL member firms are separate and distinct
legal entities.

Each member firm provides services in a particular geographic area and is subject
to the laws and professional regulations of the particular country or countries in
which it operates. Deloitte LLP, a limited liability partnership registered in England
and Wales, is the UK member firm of DTTL.

This structure enables Deloitte to operate with a single face to clients, with a unified
vision and a shared set of values. We aim to deliver outstanding impact on the
reputation and success of our clients, in the UK and globally. In pursuing this we
contribute to a sustainable and prosperous society.

Our values reflect our commitment to our clients, our people and the public interest.
They describe the core principles that distinguish Deloitte: behaving with the highest
levels of integrity; delivering outstanding value to capital markets and our clients;
supporting each other across borders; and deriving strength from cultural diversity.
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Grosvenor
Grosvenor’s purpose is to grow and develop a private, diversified property group,
active internationally and taking a long view of markets and our commitments.
Grosvenor’s values are based on trust and the integrity, loyalty, expertise and
long-term vision of its staff.

Grosvenor became incorporated as a private company owned by trusts in 1979,
having previously had all activities owned directly by trusts. That company created
a devolved structure of wholly-owned subsidiaries in 2000 whereby property
investment decisions can be made locally. The private nature of this ownership
makes a long-term view possible, thanks to the stability, permanence and long
time-horizon of its shareholders and their commitment to the business. The long
view ensures that short-term commercial advantage never supersedes the value
of long-term relationships; an approach which has evolved over our 335 years of
prudent and consistent ownership and management.

We see loyalty as a two-way concept. Grosvenor’s private ownership enables a
connection to be made at ‘family’ level, whereby loyalty, coupled with performance,
can be rewarded over time. Employees can identify with their shareholders, their
visibility making the values and purpose of the business the more real.

In theory, Grosvenor’s form limits access to capital, but via JV equity and debt
finance, this has not been a practical limitation. Again, theoretically, privacy can
equate to secrecy, whereas Grosvenor chooses to be as transparent as possible,
notably in the publication of a full ‘Annual Report and Accounts’ which we aim to
make as informative as that of a public company.

John Lewis Partnership
The John Lewis Partnership is the UK’s largest employee-owned business,
employing over 87,000 people nationally. Each Partner – from the most recent hire
to the Chairman – is a co-owner of the business and receives the same percentage
of Partnership Bonus each year. This makes a huge difference and instils a unique
culture in which each Partner has a direct interest in the success of the business
through our constitutional commitment to democratic governance.

The Constitution established three governing authorities to share the responsibilities
of ownership: the Partnership Council, the Partnership Board and the Chairman. It
also created special roles, such as elected directors to the Partnership Board. We
also have forums in each branch and divisional councils for the John Lewis and
Waitrose trading divisions. The Partnership continually challenges itself by inviting
Partner feedback on issues ranging from pay to outsourcing. Additionally, the
ownership structure of the business means the investment and strategic decisions
are taken by John Lewis Partnership management with a longer term outlook than
is typical for many public companies. We share knowledge throughout the business
through our weekly Gazette which is distributed to all Partners, and our company
intranet. This means that the Partnership benefits from high levels of staff
engagement, with a shared set of values and a common purpose. Ultimately,
this difference is clear to our customers too.

No single form of ownership is right for every business; however we strongly
believe that encouraging a greater plurality of ownership would be a positive step
in strengthening our economy for the long-term.
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NG Bailey
This family business arises out of the dedication of three generations of a Yorkshire
family. It is now the UK’s leading independent engineering, IT and facilities services
business. As a £425 million turnover company we are committed to offering tailored
and innovative solutions and have a proven track record in doing so in a broad
range of market sectors. Our 2,500 people are at the heart of the business and our
apprenticeship scheme is recognised as one of the industry’s best. Business form to
us is about governance and accountability in the light of family ownership and goals.

As a family business, we believe that value derives from the harmonised success
of our stakeholders – our people, our customers, our communities and our
shareholders. Our values of passion, integrity and excellence are intended to
differentiate us in practice, leading to higher personal achievement, customer
satisfaction, and community benefit as well as business value. This is demonstrated
most clearly in our long-term investment in apprentice training.

In order to maintain alignment of form and purpose, we keep ownership within the
Bailey family and work hard on clear communication of business purpose – whether
to new generations of staff, senior management or family.

A constraint of this form of ownership is that we can’t turn to equity markets
for fundraising and so must retain sufficient capital in the business both to fund
growth and buy out shareholders who wish to exit. This requires shareholders to
exercise dividend restraint – another example of long-term view. Their restraint is
compensated by a sense of family pride in ownership and the opportunity to
engage closely with the performance of the business against long-term plans.

Peabody
Peabody is one of London’s oldest and largest charitable housing associations,
founded in 1862 by American banker and philanthropist George Peabody to
“ameliorate the condition of the poor and needy in this great metropolis”. In
constitutional terms it has had several significant changes since it was founded,
including the grant of a Royal Charter and incorporation under the Peabody
Donation Fund Act 1948. Peabody is the only registered provider of social housing
to be established under statute in this way.

Today we own or manage around 20,000 properties, providing homes for more
than 55,000 people. We have a range of tenures, including social housing, shared
ownership and keyworker accommodation. We also provide homes for market rent
and outright sale to support the funding of affordable homes. As well as housing,
we offer a range of community programmes, including help with employment and
training and welfare benefits advice.

Peabody is funded by reserves and debt in the form of long-term bank loans and
capital market bond finance. In 2011 we issued a £200 million capital market bond
to develop new housing, regenerate existing estates and provide more services.
Peabody’s group structure is designed so we can operate with maximum efficiency.
We own several trading subsidiaries, including Peabody Capital, which is used to
raise finance.

We are accountable to our residents, our regulator (the Homes and Communities
Agency) and the Charity Commission. Our board includes two resident members,
and our Resident Scrutiny Panel monitors services across Peabody.
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TTP Group
TTP Group was founded as ‘The Technology Partnership’, in 1987 by 33 staff,
29 of them degree qualified engineers and scientists. The shared vision was to
grow a broad based technology consultancy, but with the freedom to back
speculative in-house developments which may be sold, licensed or spun off,
thereby creating both wealth and career opportunities for staff as they matured
and sought fresh challenges. All the founding staff were shareholders and together
they provided £700,000 of equity finance through personal loans provided by their
high street banks.

It was recognised that at any one time the majority of staff would be working to
generate income and a small number would be working on a speculative basis
to generate valuable assets based on what would almost certainly be challenging
technology. It was anticipated that these developments could take a long time to
come to fruition. A unique digital printing technology for packaging, is now moving
into commercial exploitation after 18 years of in-house work.

A founding principle of the business is that, in the event of a speculative
development being successful, ALL staff should benefit, not just the small team
directly involved at the time. The mechanism chosen to achieve this was to
encourage all staff to be shareholders. This is addressed by a number of means,
including operating an in-house bid/offer share trading mechanism, offering
new recruits interest free loans to buy shares in the market, an Employee Share
Ownership Scheme which acts as a market maker, a Share Incentive Plan and
a share based profit sharing scheme.

Sales of intellectual property trigger exceptional dividend payments. There have
been two demergers. One of these was followed by a listing on the main LSE,
whilst the other remains a local 150 man employee-owned business developing
and selling advanced instruments for growing and manipulating stem cells. The
continued development of the TTP business is financed entirely from retained profits.

The Crown Estate
The Crown Estate is, above all, a commercial organisation, tasked by Parliament
with enhancing the value of the £8.1 billion property portfolio we manage and
generating a profit for the benefit of the nation. Through a clear investment strategy,
The Crown Estate has established itself as a modern, active asset management
business. Our approach involves focusing on our core sectors where we have critical
mass and specialist expertise which includes West End real estate, prime regional
retail and leisure assets, rural strategic land and offshore energy.

Our parliamentary mandate means that we are capitally constrained, i.e. we cannot
borrow. This means we need to find different ways to raise the capital necessary
to undertake large-scale investment programs. We do this in two ways; recycling
capital throughout the business by being active in the capital markets and by
establishing partnerships with institutional investors who share our values and
long-term approach. But The Crown Estate is more than just a property company
and our total contribution, the value we add to UK plc, goes well beyond just the
‘bottom line’. Whilst we remain focused at all times on our financial performance,
we take a long-term approach to business working alongside stakeholders across
the country to deliver real benefits to local communities and the UK as a whole. This
is why we are transforming the West End’s public areas; it is why we are investing
£100 million in offshore wind; and it is why we support our tenants to help them
grow their businesses. Our commercial acumen and long-term approach has
enabled us to deliver over £2 billion to the Treasury in the last decade.
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Introduction
This report is all about choice. A healthy economy gives choice to customers,
investors, employers, employees and the wider community. Over the last year this
project has explored how choice of an appropriate business form can enhance
business purpose and business success.

Business form can be a brake or an accelerator of long-term business success. It is
informed by and informs the expectations of society. Business forms are changing
and developing. Co-operative, mutual, employee-owned, social enterprise and
hybrid structures are far more widespread than generally appreciated.

In this report, we showcase exemplars of this diversity, and urge boards and owners
to examine whether their existing forms still satisfy their purpose in a changing
world. We then explore what this means for government. Can it, as owner, customer,
regulator and policymaker, benefit from the best features of the private sector (skills,
investment, innovation collaboration and enterprise) while excluding the worst
(selfish and excessively short-term profit seeking)?

While the report points to the rich diversity of different forms and models, it does not
advocate any one – each business should consider what might work best for its own
purpose and values. Boards have more choice than they may currently realise, both
in terms of choice of business form, and choice within business form. These are
areas ripe for innovation.

This project builds on a fifteen year body of work on ownership, governance,
stewardship, investment and company law. During this time Tomorrow’s Company
has worked with successful companies in every sector around the world. It has
already had significant influence on company law and practice, both in the UK and
elsewhere (see appendix).

As part of the project we established a Research Faculty, undertook an extensive
literature review and other desk-top research, conducted 17 interviews and held
six dialogues.

Structure of the report
The report begins by setting out the context and describing why business form is
important in a world of changing public expectations.

In Part 2 it then considers choices of business form available to those running and
directing companies and offers case studies describing how different businesses
have responded to the challenges involved. It also considers the implications for
government in its role as owner, purchaser, regulator and policymaker.

The conclusions stated in Part 3 lead to the agendas for change addressed
to business, government and their advisors which can be found in the
executive summary.
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Context
Business is a part of society – it succeeds or fails by the quality of its relationships,
and it is through its relationships that business interacts with society and derives
its capacity to create value for society as well as for itself. The context within which
businesses operate is what Tomorrow’s Company calls the ‘triple context’. It is
one in which there are many challenges as well as opportunities shaped by the
interdependencies between the economic, social and environmental sub-systems on
which we all depend for our lives and prosperity. A company that is successful in the
longer term is increasingly one that understands that its long-term success depends
upon – and therefore must contribute to – the sub-systems.

A rich and growing diversity of business forms
Many current debates about business are dominated by discussions about the listed
company or the private sector as a whole. Too often, it is assumed that all private
sector organisations have the same characteristics and motivation. In reality there
is a rich abundance of business forms available for UK corporate activity. The
UK has a long history in developing new forms of business activity. Recent
examples include:

• the enactment in 2001 of the Limited Liability Partnerships Act 2000 1

• the introduction in 2004 of an Act enabling the establishment of Community
Interest Companies (CICs) 2

• the government’s pledge in 2010 to ‘support the creation and expansion of
mutuals, co-operatives, charities and social enterprises, and enable these
groups to have much greater involvement in the running of public services’ 3

• the creation in 2012 of Big Society Capital to help finance the growth of
social enterprises 4

• the certification of the first B-Corps in the UK in 2013, joining a US-initiated
movement of more than 800 Certified B-Corps undergoing self-assessment
and independent verification of their social and environmental credentials 5

• the target of having one million public sector workers in mutuals by 2015. 6

More than 70 public service mutuals have already been established, delivering
around £1.2 billion of public services, with a further 12 due to launch by 2014. 7

Big business, community and localism
There is evidence that people feel remote and disconnected from big business.
According to the 2013 Edelman Trust Barometer in the UK, trust in small business
was 30% higher (78%) than trust in big business (48%).8 This was one of
several reasons why the 2012 report by the Ownership Commission called for a
strengthening of ‘the British Mittelstand’.9 People are also placing an increasing
value on ‘localness’. In part this is a response to the rise of globalisation and issues
such as the horse meat scandal which revealed the sometimes long and complex
supply chains that can be involved in providing basic food products. An increasing
focus on localism prompted the government to introduce the Localism Act 2011,
which provides new flexibilities and freedoms for local authorities and new rights
and powers for local communities.10

The increasing focus on localness is reflected in the number of new businesses that
have a specific purpose to serve the local community. Farmers’ markets have grown
from none to 800 in 15 years.11 There is more demand for more socially and ethically
sourced products and services. At the same time there is political and economic
pressure to encourage more businesses, especially SMEs, to trade with other
countries, particularly in the EU. The EU is developing laws which address current
inhibitions and provide more incentives for businesses to trade cross-border.12
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Public expectations, ethics and trust
As citizens we all have our views on how trustworthy businesses are. Our view
depends on their character, not simply their products. A prevalent public view is that
business is not trustworthy and focuses too much on short-term profit instead of
taking a longer term view. While trust in business has started to recover from its
historic lows the UK has a lower trust level (7%) in business leaders than China,
India, the US, France or Germany and the global average. Consumers have more
trust in frontline employees, with whom they can relate, than in business leaders.13

According to 2013 research by Ipsos MORI for the Institute of Business Ethics the
proportion of British adults (16+) saying that British business generally behaves
‘very ethically’ stands at one in twenty (5%). 53% of respondents see it as behaving
‘fairly ethically’ while 31% of respondents say it behaves ‘not very ethically’ and
6% ‘not at all ethically’.14 Public expectations represent a growing opportunity (and
potential threat) for businesses. Since the onset of the recession five years ago the
total value of ethical markets has gone from £35.5 billion to £47.2 billion. Estimated
retail sales of Fairtrade products in 2012 reached £1.57 billion, a 19% increase on
sales in 2011.15

Conversely, businesses which do not respond appear at greater risk of lost sales.
According to one recent UK survey up to a third of Britons are ‘currently boycotting
products or services of a company because they do not pay their fair share of tax
in the UK.’ 16 In 2011, research conducted by IGD in four main European grocery
markets (Great Britain, France, Germany and Spain) found that at least 30% of
people mention ethical values as one of the reasons to try something new for
the first time.17 Examples of businesses which have adapted their business form
in response to such changing expectations are shown later in the report on pages
24 and 25.

Better value for money in the public sector
The present government is seeking to reduce public expenditure and achieve better
value for money in the public sector by increased use of the private sector. This
focuses attention on the nature of the businesses that secure work in the public
sector. Oxford Economics estimated that in 2010 the outsourced market for public
services had an annual turnover of £199 billion, representing around 7.4% of total
economy-wide output.18 This is likely to rise in future as the size of the outsource
market for public services grows, given new legislation and policy such as the Health
and Social Care Act, the Work Programme and the Welfare Reform Acts.19 Between
1997 and 2010 NHS expenditure increased by 167%, but its output increased
by only 61%.20 The Department of Health has estimated that, to keep pace with
demand and live within its tighter means, the NHS must make recurrent efficiency
savings of up to £20 billion over the four-year period from 2011-12 to 2014-15.21

A 2008 review found that when the private sector takes over a public service there
is on average a 10 to 30% cost saving, with no apparent decline in the quality of
provision – in many cases, the quality of service improved.22

Conclusion
While the business landscape is changing fast, public debate about the role of
business has not always kept pace with these changes. Public expectations of
business are high; trust is low. Yet there is clear evidence of innovation in business
form in response to changing public expectations, and encouraging examples of
government action to reinforce this momentum. There is now an opportunity for
business owners and boards to build on this progress and reinforce this agenda so
that society can benefit from the best of what business can offer. Correspondingly
there is an opportunity for government at all levels and in all its roles to work with
the grain of the market in encouraging such progress. This double opportunity is
described in Part 2 of this report.
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Changing expectations – changing business forms

Public expectations – ethics and trust
Buycott enables people to buy products in keeping with their principles by scanning their barcodes to
identify which companies made the products. Buycott traces codes to their top parent companies and
cross-checks them against social advocacy campaigns.23 At its peak Buycott’s reached number 10 in
the Google Play store.24

The care home sector and the impact of different business forms
Around 430,000 elderly and disabled people live in long-term residential care in the UK, but only one in
10 are now in council or NHS-run institutions. Southern Cross was not the first company to fail – but it
was by the far the biggest. Buyouts, bond issues, refinancing and inter-company loans contribute to the
complex and sometimes risky financial arrangements of some private investors and companies, making
it difficult for local councils and regulators to exercise financial scrutiny. The Independent and Corporate
Watch examined Britain’s 10 largest care home providers, of which eight are for-profit companies,
seven private and one provident (BUPA), and two are charities (MHA and Anchor Trust). None of the
for-profit companies have the same business model as Southern Cross, but there are concerns that
their corporate structures and associated debt levels expose their residents to excessive risk. The
debts of MHA and Anchor Trust, the two charities in the top 10, are easily covered by their assets.
BUPA, a provident association with no shareholders or dividends, has net assets of £4.5 billion.25

The emergence of social enterprise
The purpose of Belu Water, founded in 2004, is to generate profits by selling bottled water in the
UK and use these profits to fund clean water projects.26 It has contracts with a range of restaurant
chains and with Sainsbury’s. Belu Water is the exclusive bottled water partner of WaterAid and in 2011
pledged all profits over the next three years, with a minimum of £300,000, to help over 20,000 people in
Bangladesh, India, Mali and Mozambique.27 Belu also has a partnership with a sustainability-focused
glass packaging specialist to develop ‘Ethical Glass’. This will enable Belu to reduce its own carbon
footprint with 18% lighter bottles. The new glass will be available to Belu’s competitors. 0.3p for each
new bottle sold will be donated to WaterAid.28

Meeting public expectations in the energy market
Co-operative Energy, started in 2010, supplies electricity and gas to 150,000 customers across
Britain. It positions itself as ‘a better-value and ethical alternative to the Big Six energy suppliers’. From
20,000 members at the start of 2012, the aim is to grow to 200,000 by the end of 2013 and then to one
million within five years. It is a subsidiary of Midcounties Co-operative, one of the largest independent
co-operatives, operating convenience stores, pharmacies, post offices and funeral care throughout the
Midlands along with The Co-operative Childcare, a chain of over fifty children’s nurseries across England.

Co-operative Energy offers one standard tariff and pledges to keep its rate below the standard tariffs
offered by the Big Six suppliers. Existing and new customers are on the same tariff. Co-operative Energy
pledges to beat its major competitors in sourcing renewable energy. In 2012, 44% of the energy
was from renewable (non-nuclear) sources. Ben Reid, CEO of Midcounties Co-operative says that
the co-operative structure is very attractive to customers. “It sometimes feels like energy suppliers
put their shareholders first and their customers last. The great thing about a co-op is that no-one
other than the members have their finger in the pie.”29
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Community and Localism
Burnley Savings and Loans Ltd, created and managed by Dave Fishwick, a local entrepreneur, opened
in September 2011.30 Fishwick found that many of his customers, through no fault of their own, were
struggling to obtain loans from their High Street Banks. They were loyal customers whom he had known
and done business with for many years. He started to arrange affordable personal loans and finance for
businesses in and around Burnley, dealing with customers on a case-by-case basis.

Burnley Savings and Loans Ltd then began searching for a way to offer 5% AER.31 This was eventually
found in the form of a certificate for lenders and borrowers. There is a two-year waiting list of local
people eager to deposit between the £500 minimum and £15,000 maximum limits. Money deposited
is used to provide personal and business loans in the community and there are no bankers’ bonuses.
Profits above overheads are paid to charity. A report co-authored by Steve Baker MP, chairman of the
All-Party Parliamentary Group on Economics, Money and Banking, cites Burnley Savings and Loans
as a prime example of community banking.32

The Isle of Skye Ferry is a CIC that runs the traditional crossing from Glenelg in mainland Scotland to
Kylerhea in the Isle of Skye – the only crossing to Skye that is not subsidised. The Ferry itself, the 44 year
old ‘Glenachulaish’, is the last working example of a turntable ferry.33 It was purchased with the help of a
Big Lottery Fund grant.

The CIC runs the ferry to safeguard and enhance the local tourism based economy, and therefore the
viability of local settlements.34 The ferry has become a life line for smaller communities and allows for
improved access of services such as fire brigade, ambulance, and council road maintenance. This
route to Skye has played an important part in Scotland’s history.35

In the first four years of operation turnover doubled from £60,000 in 2006 to £121,000 in 2009, and
modest profits continue. The financial strength of the operation enabled significant investment in the
preservation of the vessel, the provision of discounted fares for local residents, and the ability to sustain
a growing number of jobs. The CIC aims to have a free travel policy for pensioners (currently they pay
£1 per journey) and locals are able to purchase half-price ticket books.36
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Part 2:
Choices and
challenges



“Corporate forms are more malleable than people think. A single
company owned by shares allows a whole universe of options. You
need to help people understand what those options are, and short
circuit the process of thinking through what they ought to adopt.”
Luke Fletcher, Partner, Bates Wells Braithwaite

“On the negative side, the wrong ownership can undermine potentially
good leadership or incentivise short-term interests. On the positive
side ownership structure can underpin and incentivise the
characteristics of well-led organisations – mutual or hybrid-type
companies can give representative forms to secure long-term
employee, customer and supplier buy-in.”
Professor Jonathan Michie, Professor of Innovation & Knowledge Exchange,
Oxford University

“What matters is the alignment of ownership and culture. You can
have a participative culture and a culture of staff engagement within
models of investor ownership. Equally you can have co-operative
ownership without a true co-operative culture. But where you get
ownership and culture aligned, a business can be like a north-bound
train, with outstanding momentum and direction.”
Ed Mayo, Secretary General, Co-operatives UK

“I recently ran a session for the board of a member company that has
half of its business wrapped up in blue and white collar public sector
contracts … They said that there was a problem in that every time
they lose a bid in the public sector, they lose on price. They have
never lost on anything else. So they always put all their effort into
giving the best price. In the public service domain it is very difficult to
shift the vocabulary unless you shift the regulation. The people who
hold the ring as regulators are the buyers; they have got to be the
public’s voice from a demand side and they have to dovetail with
nurturing a new economy. And sometimes they have not got a clue.
For me that is the challenge – do the buyers have the skill and
competence to appoint enlightened high quality service providers
who will not necessarily have big balance sheets and offer the
lowest price?”
Iain Hasdell, Chief Executive, Employee Ownership Association
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This part of the report examines the choices of business form that are available to
those who set up, own or direct a business. Drawing on both the experience of
the Project Partners and on other examples, it describes the different external
events and individual factors that have influenced choice of form. It considers
the challenges that this raises both for owners and company boards, and for
government and the public sector in their various roles as owners, purchasers,
and regulators.

Choices and challenges for owners
and boards
By business form we mean the combination of the legal status, ownership structure,
governance arrangements, and accountability. When making their decisions in the
light of their purpose, those who start, lead or own businesses have to think of all
of these together.

Even before seeking finance to start a business, or choosing its legal status from
the array of options available, entrepreneurs need to visualise the appropriate
form to enable the business to fulfil its purpose, uphold its values, and develop
its relationships, its strategy and its path to growth.

As the business grows, it may reach new forks in the road, prompting boards and
owners to reassemble or revitalise that combination of accountability, governance,
ownership and legal status that together make up their business form. This may lead
to a decision to change legal status or ownership model, or to change the articles
of association or the accountability to shareholders or stakeholders. Or it may simply
lead to a reaffirmation of the current form and a determination to make it work better
for the business. It is the task of advisors to help with these choices.

The following pages illustrate many of the options that are on offer to those wanting
to create, or alter, the form of a business. There are decisions to be made in the light
of the purpose, values and activity of the business about legal status, ownership
structures, governance arrangements and accountability.

All of these decisions are linked. With the exception of legal status, decision makers
may opt for a hybrid which combines different forms, or for a conventional company
structure with unconventional articles.

What matters are the particular refinements that different initiators, owners and
boards of businesses adopt, both at the start and as the business evolves.
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An array of choice

Choosing legal status
Many people start in business as a sole trader and continue as a sole trader. Others choose to grow the
business. In terms of strict legal status there are three options open to anyone wishing to incorporate:

• An industrial and provident society (IPS): an organisation conducting an industry, business or
trade either as a co-operative or for the benefit of the community.37 An IPS co-operative is set up
to benefit its members, whereas a IPS community benefit society is set up to benefit the community
more widely, whether people are members or not 38

• A partnership: a partnership is an organisation in which a set of owner-managers run the business
directly (as opposed to a limited company, in which the shareholders elect a board of directors
to oversee management).39 Under the original 1890 Partners Act, partners had unlimited liability,
though today partnerships often limit their liability by adopting a limited liability partnership
(LLP) structure 40

• A company: companies can be either limited by shares (CLS) or limited by guarantee (CLG). CLGs
are traditionally for charities and not-for-profit organisations. They do not have share capital. This
restricts borrowing. CLSs are divided into private companies (the great majority) and public limited
companies (plcs) which are subject to particularly stringent accounting standards and can offer
shares to the general public. Many (but not all) plcs are listed on the stock market. There are some
plcs that are social enterprises. CLSs find it easier to borrow. CICs are a type of company and
can be either CLSs or CLGs.41 The principal feature of a CIC is that it contains a lock on its assets.
Dividends can be distributed to shareholders, but are strictly limited. A CIC is obliged to pursue
the community interest and must report on how it does this to the CIC Regulator.42



Ownership structure, governance arrangements
and accountability

Employee ownership (EO)
Companies where employees own a significant stake in the company they work for – sometimes termed
‘co-owned’ businesses – now account for combined annual turnover in excess of £30 billion, 3% of GDP
and growing.43 Shares in companies that have embraced some form of EO have risen three times as fast
as their London–listed peers this year.44 EO can take one of three forms:

• direct EO – using one or more tax advantaged share plans, employees become registered
individual shareholders in their company

• indirect EO – shares are held collectively on behalf of employees, normally through an
employee trust

• combined direct and indirect ownership – a combination of individual and collective
share ownership.45

Family ownership
Britain’s three million family firms employ over nine million people. It is estimated that they contribute
almost a quarter of total UK GDP.46 This makes them the largest source of employment in the private
sector. A family firm is one where a family owns enough of the equity to be able to exert control over
strategy and is involved in top management positions. The most usual legal status is the private limited
company. Around the world there are many examples of companies which combine a strong element of
family ownership with external shareholding, sometimes on a stock exchange. This can help them
overcome difficulties in raising capital for expansion.

Mutuals and co-operatives
Co-operatives are enterprises owned by those closely involved in the business employing 100 million
people worldwide, and owned by nearly one billion members.47 In the UK, co-operatives are owned
by 15.4 million people – and these numbers continue to grow.48 Co-operatives typically give members
a share of the profits that is in line with the use that they make of the business, rather than paying a
dividend to outside shareholders. Co-operatives can be set up under any legal model, as long as the
rules allow for open membership and a ‘democratic’ model of governance, based on one member,
one vote rather than the ‘investor’ model of one pound, one vote.

Partnerships (often limited liability partnerships)
The partnership remains the dominant model for professions. A limited liability partnership (LLP) retains
the organisational flexibility of a partnership but partners are effectively both directors and shareholders
as if in a company. A partnership agreement can be tailored to reflect a social purpose. It usually involves
election of a managing partner by the partners. Professional partnerships have in some cases developed
to a global scale.

Private equity (PE) ownership
PE is often used to help entrepreneurs take their business forward at a second stage of growth, or to
fund a management buy-out leading to a later flotation or trade sale and providing an exit for the original
owners. According to the British Private Equity and Venture Capital Association, the trade association for
PE and venture capital, 90% of the 3,800 companies in which its members have a stake are SMEs. The
majority of PE activity generally involves buying family run firms.49 Some PE voices are beginning to ask
whether 15 or 20 (as opposed to the current 10) year funding models would give more scope for PE to
offer an alternative to listed company status.
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Public sector mutuals
Since 2010, the UK government has encouraged public sector workers, or the communities they serve,
to run public services under mutual ownership. In June 2012 there were 6,000 social enterprises within
the NHS.50 Most are incorporated as CICs owned by their staff. An estimated 24,000 NHS employees
have been transferred in the process, around 10% of the staff previously employed by Primary Care
Trusts.51 Meanwhile; there are now 450 schools that have opted for a co-operative model.52 They operate
as a trust, academy or free school, but use the values and the governance model of a co-operative to
enfranchise children, parents, teachers and community groups.

Public quotation or listed companies
To get a quotation or listing, a company must have the legal status of a public company. The decision to
quote or list a company is usually driven by the need to raise capital for growth, or the desire of current
owners to liquidate their holding, and to share ownership with other key managers.53 After quotation or
listing the business has a publicly visible share price. With larger businesses, the share price can be the
subject of speculation and pressure. This can distract the management from a focus on leadership and
strategy, or create conflicts between the more immediate financial demands of shareholders and the
longer term ambitions of the business. It is this conflict between short- and long-term, and between
stakeholder and shareholder priorities, that makes many members of the public suspicious of the
involvement of listed companies in the public sector. There is also a demanding set of corporate
governance rules and codes. The business is at any time open to takeover.

Social enterprise
Social enterprises are commercial businesses created to fulfil a social purpose. They can be registered
charities that earn their income from economic activities, private limited liability companies that operate
in a commercial, profit-seeking way, or co-operatives. The common factor is that they primarily use
profits to achieve social aims and only secondarily to provide returns to shareholders. In the UK the
1990s saw a resurgence of social enterprise.54 In 2004 the CIC was developed as a legal basis to help
social enterprises combine their business-like approach with their social purpose. UnLtd, an organisation
that supports social entrepreneurs, reports that a growing number of social entrepreneurs are choosing
‘for-profit’ forms such as the CLS, but that the majority still choose asset-locked forms such as the
charity and the CIC.55

State ownership
The government owns, or part owns, a range business activities that remain in public ownership, such as
The Royal Mint, or that have been temporarily taken into public ownership pending return to the private
sector, such as The Royal Bank of Scotland. In practice the government delegates day-to-day
responsibility for running these businesses to three main bodies:

• The Shareholder Executive, whose purpose is to be an effective shareholder of businesses owned
or part-owned by the government and to manage government’s interventions in the private sector
in order to secure best value for the taxpayer 56

• UK Financial Investments Limited, which is responsible for managing the government’s
investments in The Royal Bank of Scotland and Lloyds Banking Group plc 57

• The Government Property Unit, whose purpose is to create an effective and efficient
government estate.58

Trust
A trust is an arrangement in which the trustees act in the interest of named beneficiaries.59 This is
a mechanism that can be used to bind the owners of a business to achieve a particular purpose.
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The factors affecting choice
Different factors can prompt and influence choice of business form. It might be the
result of a major external event or opportunity, such as:

• the formation of an alliance with a very different type of business

• the desire of major shareholders to exit the business

• a government sale of assets, or a demerger required by a competition authority.

In the absence of such externally induced changes, the examples on pages 24
and 25 suggest that choice and evolution of business form can be linked to three
main concerns, all of which may overlap with each other:

• leadership and the extent to which the form assists leaders in upholding,
pursuing and communicating business purpose and values in a consistent
way that reduces risk and enhances reputation

• the health and harmony of key relationships of the business – internally with
employees, who may need stronger incentives, and externally with customers,
suppliers, business partners, neighbourhoods, the community and the wider
society which grants a business its licence to operate

• strategy and growth, including the ability to raise capital, and to achieve the
right balance between short- and long-term priorities.

Leadership – building trust and loyalty
Aligning form with purpose creates a sense of coherence. The choice of business
form affects the business’s character and personality, which alongside the quality,
value and price of the goods and services that it sells reflects how the business is
perceived and helps to shape its brand. An indicator of success for any company
would be that it can confidently and publicly describe its purpose and explain how
its current business form helps it achieve that purpose.

The choice of business form can be important in building trust and loyalty and so
securing public approval. New arrangements for ownership or accountability can
lay to rest a perceived conflict between commercial gain and public benefit. The
example of ‘Access’, which is a shared service partnership (see page 24), illustrates
that where a listed business is engaging with the public sector in a time of relative
mistrust, there is particular value in finding a business form that gives customers
and the surrounding community confidence that there is a shared objective and
approach, rather than a shareholder/stakeholder divide.

External and internal relationships
Loyalty is a two-way street. The choice of business form can send a message
to employees and other stakeholders about the seriousness of the owner’s
commitment to the long-term success of the company and to their wellbeing.

From John Spedan Lewis – the founder of the John Lewis Partnership – onwards,
there have been visionary owners who sought to design or harness their business
form to secure higher levels of commitment from employees. Some have
done this through share ownership, some through increased levels of voice
or participation and some through designing different work arrangements such
as self-managed teams.
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Business growth and strategy

When needing to attract sufficient capital
The need to attract sufficient capital is often the prompt for change. An example is
Andersen Consulting (see page 24), which changed its form to raise capital following
a company split and an enforced change of name. Too often companies only realise
too late that they are stuck with a business form that inhibits rather than facilitates
their growth. The cases of BT and Royal Mail, which are discussed on page 27
illustrate the contrasts within what was once one company.

When ensuring succession
Handing on the business to the next generation may be a moment to consider a
change of business form. For example, Gripple changed from family business to
employee ownership (see page 25).

When focusing employees, customers and business partners on
the longer term
An appropriate business form can also promote confidence in the future ownership
and direction of a business. The comment is often made that it is much harder
for the CEO in a listed company to build trust and loyalty when a company is
always open to takeover and the average tenure of a CEO is less than four years.
Handelsbanken is an interesting example of a listed business which has begun
to change its form and become more of a hybrid that reconciles some of these
concerns (see page 25).

On the other hand, there is always the danger of complacency. Many companies
insist on operating with independent non-executive directors, and adhering to the
highest standards of transparency even when under no obligation to do so.

Conclusion
The choice of business form has impact on business leadership, relationships,
funding, time horizons and scale. It can also determine how centralised or
decentralised the business may be, and how it will interact with its stakeholders.

Choosing the appropriate business form can either constrain or liberate a business.
The experiences of the project’s partners (described on pages 4 to 9) and other
examples used in this report show how these various factors have influenced
owners and boards when thinking about business form.

Sometimes these thought processes have led to a change in the legal form or
the ownership model. Sometimes it has meant adapting within the existing
legal form, perhaps by changing the articles or arrangements for accounting to
stakeholders. Change can take many forms and there is much more room for
lateral thinking than is often recognised. For example some directors of listed
companies – and some critics from the outside – seem to regard their form as
inevitable and immoveable. Yet, listed companies can change aspects of their
form in many ways without delisting. They can change their articles, engage in
hybrid joint ventures, create new classes and categories of shareholders, and
take steps to enfranchise employees or clients and increase the alignment
between shareholders and other stakeholder groups.
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Access – adapting business form to win the trust of customers
and community
Access is a shared service partnership between Glasgow City Council and Serco Group plc. It was
established in 2008 as a public-private joint venture and as a limited liability partnership to manage and
upgrade the local authority’s ICT and property management systems. The partnership was based on an
agreement in perpetuity between Serco and the Council, which assigned 50% of ownership to each
party. However, in practice the Council retained all assets and infrastructure as well as investing all the
funds for the transition and modernisation. A 10-year core services contract, valued at £265 million,
was awarded by the Council to the joint venture company as it came into being.

The contract guarantees £50 million of savings over its lifetime. In an initial three year transition phase
Access has established itself alongside other Council departments and become a key partner in the
delivery of Glasgow City Council’s services. So far Access has met a wide range of service delivery
targets that have been increased year-on-year by the Council whilst its core funding has been reduced.
For example, Access delivered over £15 million of technology projects whilst managing 20,000 computer
desktops and 640 properties. Critical ICT infrastructure availability has been maintained at levels above
99.9% and customer satisfaction has exceeded 90%.

The contract includes the potential for Access to grow by winning more business and proposing further
efficiencies for service delivery. As a public-private hybrid, the joint venture attracts higher standards
of accountability than either of its parent organisations. Appropriate governance structures bring the
partners together to collaborate on shared objectives whilst demarcating clear lines of responsibility
and maintaining high standards of accountability. Both have to consider themselves as investors as
well as customers or providers, building trust and loyalty.60

Andersen Consulting – External events enforcing change of form
Andersen Consulting was established in 1989 when a group of partners from the consulting divisions of
various Arthur Andersen firms around the world formed a new organisation focused on consulting and
technology services.61 By 2000 Andersen Consulting had more than 70,000 professionals in 46 countries
and its net revenues exceeded $9.5 billion.62

However, an arbitrator’s decision in August 2000 broke the contractual ties between Anderson
Consulting and Arthur Andersen/Andersen Worldwide. A condition of the decision was that the
consultants could not use any form of ‘Andersen’ in their new name. The organisation rebranded
itself as Accenture63, reorganised, and in July 2001 launched an Initial Public Offering (IPO) to raise
capital. On the first day of the IPO, Accenture raised nearly $1.7 billion.64 Accenture is a now a global
management consulting, technology services and outsourcing company, with approximately 266,000
employees. Net revenues for the fiscal year ending 31 August 2012 were $27.9 billion.65
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Gripple – achieving growth and succession through employee ownership
Gripple is a precision engineering and manufacturing business based in Sheffield.66 It started by
producing wire used in agricultural fencing. Its founder, Hugh Facey, established that farmers would
pay up to 50p for a reusable product which held the wires together at various tensions. The company
developed and patented the ‘Gripple’ and by the early 1990s, the Gripple was selling so well worldwide
that the wire business was sold, and Gripple Inc was founded.67 Initially, Gripple was owned by Hugh and
the finance director, although at the outset its 17 employees were encouraged to purchase shares.
Gripple grew steadily, to the point where it now has facilities in Chicago, Strasbourg, Sao Paolo and
New Delhi, and a sister company Loadhog employing 350 people worldwide.68

Having seen Sheffield steel companies fall into mismanagement after two or three generations of family
ownership, Hugh was determined that Gripple wasn’t going to fall into the hands of outsiders, or even
remain in his own family’s hands. He believed that employees should purchase shares in the company,
using their own money, so that they were fully engaged in decision-making and aware of the risks and
uncertainties. From 2007 all Gripple employees have been contractually obliged to purchase a minimum
amount of shares after working for the business for a year. If necessary they do so using low-interest
loans from Gripple.

Employee ownership ensures that the principles on which Gripple was founded will be maintained by
future generations of employees. Arrangements are in place to veto any movement to sell the company
to external owners. This protects Gripple from any takeover, private equity buy-out or trade sale.69

Handelsbanken – a listed company adapting its form to achieve longer
term commitment
Founded in 1871 in Sweden, Handelsbanken is a public limited liability company (Svenska
Handelsbanken AB) with over 700 branches in 24 countries, and more than 10,000 employees.70

It is strongly decentralised, focuses on the customer not on individual products, and has a
long-term perspective.71

Handelsbanken’s goal is to have higher profitability than the average by having more satisfied customers
and lower costs than its competitors. Instead of cutting costs by centralising decision-making,
Handelsbanken leaves most business decisions to a network of local branch managers, believing that
they are closer to clients and so better able to evaluate credit risk and offer better service.72 These
managers do not get bonuses and are held to account if the loans they make go bad. Under a scheme
introduced in 1973, when Handelsbanken meets its goals of higher return on equity than the average of
the other listed Swedish banks, a profit share is paid to a foundation named Oktogonen, which keeps
its fund entirely in Handelsbanken shares. Payment only takes place after retirement, so all employees
are interested in securing the long-term profitability of the bank. Oktogonen owns around 10% of
Handelsbanken’s shares.73

Handelsbanken believes its customers appreciate having a bank branch in the town where they live or
operate. In Britain Handelsbanken was ranked top for customer satisfaction and loyalty for the last four
years, and in Sweden it has the highest level of customer satisfaction since surveys started in 1989.74

Today Handelsbanken is one of the fastest-expanding retail banks in Britain, with around 150 branches.
In 2012 it was also one of the most profitable – its UK operation helped the Swedish parent generate
a 13.7% return on equity.75
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Choices and challenges for government
In a mixed economy, the choices that government makes about business form
are of critical importance. Government has multiple and overlapping roles in
influencing business form and through it the wellbeing of society and the health
of the marketplace.

Government as business owner
Government is an owner. It has to decide what organisations it should own, and
what it should sell. It influences the legal status, accountability, governance and
ownership for each of these bodies and through that, their impact on the public.

In the past, there were crude political arguments about the merits of state and
private ownership. For example, in the early days of privatisation, as with the energy
utilities, the ‘owners’ were seen as the citizens of the UK, via their personal savings,
pension funds and insurance policies. However, the end result was very different.
Over time, as the shares in privatised companies have been traded, ownership has
changed and become more diverse. Elements of former public services are today
owned by a mix of UK and foreign companies, private equity, sovereign wealth
organisations and overseas pension funds. These owners cannot all be expected
to take the same approach to their social obligations, and the role of the regulator
has become pivotal.

Business form has a part to play. Once the potential for hybrids and innovation of
business form is recognised, the debate can move on to the central question which
is about the appropriateness of a business form in all its aspects. Like all owners,
government needs periodically to review current business forms and ask if they are
generating the fullest energy and contributing to a wider diversity. There are many
variants of government ownership:

• Government departments: Many vital business activities are carried out
within the activities of a state department. Government departments make
procurement and franchising decisions. For example almost half of the money
spent on defence equipment every year is awarded through single source
procurement by a department within the Ministry of Defence. This arrangement
is now being reviewed 76

• Government agencies: Here government objectives are achieved at arm’s
length by a separately constituted body still under full government control.
An example is the Highways Agency, created in March 1994 as an executive
agency of the Department of Transport.77 Its formal responsibilities are
laid down in a framework document. The Ministry of Defence is presently
considering the creation of an arm’s length government agency to oversee
contracts that have to be awarded without competition, either because of
specialist Armed Forces requirements or for reasons of national security 78

• Government owned companies: government can be the owner or part owner
of companies. Its shares in, for example, Land Registry, Ordnance Survey,
and Eurostar are held on its behalf by ‘The Shareholder Executive’.79 Local
government can also own companies – Manchester Airports Group is owned
by the ten metropolitan borough councils of Greater Manchester and an
Australian investment fund.80
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Privatisation – different treatments, with very different results
British Telecommunications and Royal Mail were originally part of the General Post Office (GPO)
which combined the functions of state postal system and telecommunications carrier.81 In 1969 the
GPO was abolished and the assets transferred to The Post Office, changing it from a Department of
State to a statutory corporation.82 In 1980 the telecommunications and postal sides were split with
the establishment of British Telecommunications as a publicly owned corporation in 1981.83

As a listed company BT then went through a revolution of modernisation and investment, and became a
significant player in the digital revolution with the convergence of telephone, internet and broadcasting.84

The Royal Mail Group, on the other hand, continued to be owned by the Government and, although
exposed to competition, did not see major investment or transformation. The different decisions of the
same owner led to very different outcomes.85 In 2011 a new Act of Parliament split Royal Mail Group into
the Post Office and Royal Mail. This paved the way for a further attempt to privatise Royal Mail, and to
mutualise the Post Office.

Prompt and early review of business form, initiated by political leaders placed BT in a strong position to
make the most of new market changes. By contrast Royal Mail’s privatisation took place well after the
arrival of new technology and new competition.

On the other hand the use of mutualisation demonstrates that government has become more imaginative
about the variety of solutions that are open to it.

Water Companies
The nature of the companies in the water industry has changed markedly since privatisation in 1989.
The Water Act 1989 created ten water and sewerage public limited companies together with the industry
economic regulator Ofwat.86

After privatisation there have been many acquisitions and mergers in the water industry. Since 2000,
private equity consortia have taken over half of the industry.87 Of the twelve regional water and sewerage
companies in the UK five are in private ownership, four are listed companies, two are publicly owned,
and one is a not-for-profit company limited by guarantee.88 The not-for-profit company is Welsh Water,
which is owned by Glas Cymru and is entirely debt financed. Any profits made are reinvested back into
the business or passed on to customers as lower prices.89

Acquisitions and mergers are regulated by Ofwat. Where there is a change of ownership of a water
company the owner is subject to a ‘fit and proper’ test to check they are capable of providing such
an essential service on which society depends.90

Privatisation of the water industry is generally considered to have been a success. Ofwat estimates
that water bills are on average £120 lower per annum than they otherwise would have been without
privatisation.91 The water industry currently invests around £80 million a week in maintaining and
improving assets and services.92 The regulator is challenging companies and customers to work
together to meet the challenges of affordability whilst ensuring fair returns to companies.
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Government as buyer
Government needs to ensure that its procurement rules allow consideration of a
diversity of business forms. As a buyer of business services, government might
develop more rigorous methods of investigating the purpose, values and track
record of the particular business. For example the bidder might be asked to describe
the benefits of its business form and to set out what particular balance this allows
it to strike between the needs of its shareholders and those of other stakeholders,
and its response could be the basis for it being held accountable over the lifetime
of the contract.

There is a further possibility. On the suppliers’ side, businesses seeking government
work might take the initiative. They could develop better tests and criteria to
enable buyers to discriminate between bidders on grounds of purpose, values
and behaviours. Such criteria could complement the more narrow financial
measures and commitments by which buyers often compare bids and tenders.

Ultimately bidders for publicly sensitive contracts might also begin to seek third
party verification of their environmental and social credentials, perhaps along the
lines of B-Corps in the USA.

All of these decisions will make it more important that the businesses involved
review the appropriateness of their business form.
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Circle – squaring the circle between efficiency and
public trust?
Circle is 50.1% owned by Circle Holdings plc, a private equity company, and 49.9% owned by the Circle
Partnership, which is 100% beneficially owned by Circle’s clinicians and employees.93 Circle Partnership
believes that because it is co-founded, co-run and co-owned by clinicians and employees, it has a
business form that empowers those who work for Circle to put patients first.

Hinchingbrooke Health Care NHS Trust is a small district general hospital near Cambridgeshire with an
annual income in 2011-12 of £107 million, serving a local population of 160,000. Between 2004 and 2008
the Trust developed a deficit of £39 million on an annual income of £73 million. In 2007 the Department
of Health gave the Strategic Health Authority approval to explore options to repay its deficit.94 In
November 2011 the Trust awarded a 10 year franchise to Circle, and on 1 February 2012 Circle took
full operational control, making Hinchingbrooke the first NHS hospital to be managed by the private
sector. Circle’s objective is to make Hinchingbrooke one of the top 10 district general hospitals in the
country.95 According to the contract Circle will make efficiency savings of £311 million over ten years – a
saving of over 5% recurrently. An essential element is an assumed annual 4.3% efficiency saving from
year four onwards. If these savings are achieved Circle will receive a franchise fee of around £31 million
over ten years. No fee is payable if a surplus is not achieved.96

Since Circle’s arrival the hospital has consistently ranked among the top national rankings in terms of
where patients would want a loved one to be treated.97 The hospital has been given the ‘all clear’ by
health inspectors for the first time since inspections began. It has met all cancer targets and has seen
a 50% reduction in serious clinical incidents in the first year.98 It has achieved a 13-fold increase in the
number of patient feedback forms, with all patient feedback included verbatim on the public website.99

Circle has reported that the underlying annual deficit of £10 million previously projected by the Trust, has
been reduced by two-thirds to £3.7 million, broadly in line with expectations. At the same time, it has
delivered significant improvements in patient satisfaction, accident and emergency waiting times which
are now ranked the fourth best in England, and follow-up times for cancer treatment.100

The franchise agreement transfers demand risk to Circle, and transfers to Circle up to £5 million of
financial risk, which is paid only if the Trust generates an in-year surplus. If the Trust generates a deficit,
Circle must cover up to £5 million of the shortfall. If the deficit exceeds £5 million either Circle or the
Trust board, with the Authority’s approval, can terminate the agreement. In 2012 the National Audit
Office concluded that the franchise can deliver value for money, though the Authority and the Trust
board would need to be alert to monitor and manage performance.101
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Government as regulator and policymaker
Government also makes rules and creates the policy environment within which
companies are born, grow and die. Through the encouragement of employee
ownership, social enterprise, and public sector mutuals, government has in the
last few years encouraged a growing diversity of business form.

The next step is for this to become a more conscious and coherent policy pervading
its overall approach to the economy and regulation. The progress of policy in relation
to employee-owned companies following the publication of the Nuttall Review, and
further work by HM Treasury shows what can be achieved. In his report Graeme
Nuttall called for three things – a greater awareness of this form’s potential within
government, making resources available to help those who want to implement
change, and a reduction in complexity and removal of the obstacles to the adoption
of employee ownership.102 The same three arguments could form the basis of
a comprehensive approach by government, in its capacity as regulator and
policymaker, to encourage diversity of business form. Government should not be
favouring any business form. Equally it should be assessing the impact of current
regulation and ensuring that it is appropriate to the characteristics of each particular
form, and that it is not unintentionally discriminating against any of them.

In addition to the role of government as owner and as purchaser, the building blocks
for a coherent approach to diversity of business form would include taking steps to:

• Encourage boards and owners to be fully aware of the options: The model
articles currently made available by Companies House to help those setting
up a business take too narrow a view of what is needed to deliver commercial
success while also meeting other objectives. The government should support
entrepreneurs who want to set up and run businesses that more explicitly
recognise social purposes

• Develop policy and regulation on business form in specific
circumstances: Government also has to decide whether there are business
forms which are incompatible with particular activities and purposes. A clear
government policy on diversity of business form would provide a statement
of the activities that are so strategic or sensitive that they preclude particular
business forms, for example, the sensitivities of dealing with the vulnerable,
from payday lending to care of the elderly. In addition there are vital strategic
industries, which may include ports, airports or nuclear energy generation,
where the ownership, and especially foreign ownership, of crucial assets may
be incompatible with national security and national interests

• Review innovations in business form and find better ways of identifying
the businesses best suited to meet the needs of the public: We would
encourage government to consider the current innovations in business form
within and beyond the UK, and explore ways in which it might rebuild trust
with the businesses with which it works. In the light of recent high profile
examples – for example in relation to care for the elderly – government may
wish when awarding public sector contracts to re-assess the importance
of business form in achieving a better balance between the interests of
shareholders, employees, and service users. This could also help in the
pursuit of its other priorities, including empowering communities, engaging
the next generation, and building long-term infrastructure.103
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Government procurement and business form
The Public Services (Social Value) Act 2012 now requires local authorities to consider how what they
propose to procure might improve the economic, social and environmental well-being of the relevant
area, and how they might act to secure that improvement in conducting the process of procurement.104

The key ways in which procurement officials can meet this requirement is to widen the pool of
companies they source from and find better ways of assessing these companies. In practice this new
law has not made the difference that was hoped for. This is because commissioners are nervous about
making distinctions between different types of legal form, as that can be discriminating in competition
terms. Although there is nothing in procurement law (EU or UK), that prevents government encouraging
a diversity of legal forms, the assumptions and habits that have developed around procurement leave
little room for this to happen. The European Commission has initiated a Social Business Initiative.105

This could be used to remove the obstacles that prevent government buyers from giving reasonable
opportunity to alternative business forms. This could lead in time to a comprehensive commitment
by government to ensure that bidders are recognised for the extent to which they have adapted their
business form to earn greater public trust.

Government innovation and business form
MyCSP has become the UK government’s first mutualised Whitehall service. The service administers
the pensions of 1.5 million civil servants and, under the shared-ownership model, will be able to expand
and bid for new business. The 500 staff who run the scheme will share 25% of the business. Taxpayers
will retain a 35% stake in the business, while a private business services company will own 40%. The
government says the new model will increase productivity, contribute to the economy as a taxable
business, and save taxpayers 50% on the cost of administering civil service pensions by 2022.106
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“The regulatory and financial focus upon the PLC hides the degree of
ownership plurality that Britain already has. By failing to recognise
alternative ownership forms as they do exist, policy-makers fail to
offer them the supporting infrastructure that they need to grow.”
Ownership Commission107

“Replying to the Obama administration… we said when the
government does business with business, it should insist on high
overarching standards of social and environmental performance…
Start by requiring measurement of impact by the businesses that
work with government. Then give preference to companies that
commit to a higher set of fiduciary duties or achieve higher levels of
impact that has been validated or certified by a third party… This
creates an assurance of high performance today and over a longer
period. Corporate forms and standards ought to be top no matter
what the government creates… There ought to be a much higher
standard for outsourcing or privatising services from government…
than just contracting a consulting firm or waste management firm
to do some work for them for a year.”
Andrew Kassoy, Co-Founder, B-Corps

“So I think there are initial signs that B-Corp behaviour is starting
in some public services. I see it in local government spin outs,
particularly in adult and children’s social care. It is absolutely right that
we need better proxies for choosing service providers, and those
proxies need to be part of the new vocabulary for a new economy…
But you have got to be very clear who the adjudicator is. If you
develop a new vocabulary and have new proxies, the procurement
teams who buy public services on our collective behalf have to
believe in the new criteria for buying rather than default to their
traditional behaviours.”
Iain Hasdell, Chief Executive, Employee Ownership Association

“Having worked to encourage the UK government to open the door
to the creation of more wealth and more employee engagement
through the promotion of employee ownership, I am completely
convinced of the wider case. Government should consciously review
its policy and practice across all different forms, and without showing
bias towards any one form, ensure that it does not put undesirable
obstacles in the way of greater diversity.”
Graeme Nuttall, Partner, Field Fisher Waterhouse LLP



At the start of this report, we emphasised the importance of choice. We conclude it
by welcoming the growing array of choice of business form that is now available to
owners, and boards. This in turn has the potential to enhance choice for all those
who are considering doing business with them.

Below the parapet of public perception, business forms are changing and
developing. Co-operative, mutual, employee-owned and social enterprise
structures are far more widespread than generally appreciated.

We have showcased examples where listed and private companies have adapted or
changed their business form in ways which made it natural that they would be more
trusted by the public. We have observed signs of new thinking in parts of the private
equity industry, and shown that there are abundant hybrid approaches available to
boards, owners and government once they start focusing on business form.

As a diverse group of businesses, we challenge the owners and boards of all
businesses, and their advisors, to examine whether their existing structures still
satisfy their purpose and give their business activities the fullest momentum in a
changing world. We also challenge all those who advise them to revisit their
approach. We envisage that in future it will become a fundamental principle
of good governance that owners and boards keep their business form under
review to ensure that it is fit for purpose.

Just as boards and owners need to be alert to the opportunities and risks around
business form, the same awareness by government will be good for the economy
and society. This is especially important because of the low levels of trust which the
public currently demonstrate towards business. The public sector needs help from
the best of the private sector while it also reassures people that it is excluding the
worst. Similarly the private sector needs to do more to show how its activities
can enhance the performance of the public sector. In its response to all these
opportunities and risks the government may wish to consider carrying out
a review of innovation of business form across the world, and its implications
for the development of policy for business in the UK.
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Looking ahead
Our aim in producing this report has been to put questions of business form high
on the agenda for business owners, boards and government. We want to inform
the debate. We want questions of business form to become part of the language
of good corporate governance and stewardship.

We want to guide boards and owners to think more deeply about the array of choice
that is available to them, and to take steps to ensure that they are making the most
of their business form and keeping it under review.

We want to encourage government itself to promote diversity of business form,
and make full use of it in its capacities as owner, purchaser and a regulator
and policymaker.

If business form is better understood and acted upon by all these parties, then
we believe that the benefits will be felt in less wasteful friction and more public
trust of business. One sign of progress would be that in future, a more thoughtful
discussion takes place when a government or public sector activity is entrusted
to a commercial organisation. This would mean no more generalised objections
on the grounds that any deal with the private sector must therefore be a ‘rip-off’
for the taxpayer. Instead people would be probing the company concerned to see
what it has said about its purpose and values, its track record, and whether it has
the right business form to enable it to strike a balance between staff, shareholders
and society.

The question would be ‘Does this business have a purpose, a set of values, and a
business form, which helps it do the job we are asking it to do?’

That is the direction to which owners, boards, advisors and government can all
be committed.

We look forward to participating in the debate that follows.

We encourage all those who have read the report to contribute their ideas
and energies to the tomorrow’s business forms agenda by visiting
www.tomorrowsbusinessforms.com
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Appendix: About Tomorrow’s Company

We are a London based global think tank delivering value for business leaders and
owners by addressing the systemic questions of the business world through the
overarching themes of: leadership and talent; sustainability and models of business
success and governance and stewardship.

Twenty years ago, Tomorrow’s Company started by asking questions about the
purpose of business, and the role of business in a changing world. This helped to
stimulate changes in the way the duties of directors were described in company law.

Ten years ago, in 2004, Tomorrow’s Company tackled the issue of the UK’s
investment chain in ‘Restoring trust – Investment in the twenty-first century’. This
warned of conflicts of interest in financial services and the need for a powerful
statement of values to guide the decision-making of financial services professionals.
It also stimulated the development of the UN principles for Responsible Investment.

In 2007 Tomorrow’s Company revisited the purpose of business in a global context,
and published a report after two years work by leaders of 11 global companies
which suggested that business needed to redefine its purpose so that it better
reflected the needs of society.

In 2008, ahead of the financial crisis, Tomorrow’s Company started to look at
different forms of ownership. Tomorrow’s Company concluded that no form of
ownership or incorporation is inherently good or bad. To be successful under any
business form, leadership and governance must respect the principles of good
stewardship and also the changing needs of businesses as they evolve and grow.

In the listed company sector, Tomorrow’s Company pointed out that stewardship
was an important, and too often neglected, element of good ownership, especially
in the listed company sector. This theme was picked up in the Walker Report and
eventually led to the creation of the UK’s Stewardship Code for investors. In 2009
Tomorrow’s Company developed and published four principles of stewardship which
could be used to judge the stewardship of boards, investors and fiduciaries.

In 2011 ‘Tomorrow’s Stewardship: Why stewardship matters’ a report which
described stewardship as the golden thread that connects society and business.
We also embarked on further work on the incentives in capital markets (Tomorrow’s
Value: Achieving long-term financial returns a guide for pension fund trustees).

In the same year Tomorrow’s Company also undertook a study of ‘Family Business
Stewardship’, working with the Institute for Family Business. One theme that has
emerged from our work on stewardship is the tension between continuity and
adaptability. Structures which tend to better guarantee continuity of ownership
through the generations, as is seen in family businesses, can sometimes inhibit
adaptability and so threaten survival. This can be contrasted with the discontinuity
of ownership of the kind experienced by companies which are listed, or bought
out by private equity partners – and sometimes then returned to the quoted market.
Such rapid change of ownership may stimulate rapid change and adaptation.
But it also increases the risk that businesses will tend to add less to the societal
fabric around them because that added value for society is usually dependent on
continuity of relationship, and because markets will not recognise the value of such
societal investment.
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The seeds for this project were sown in a series of conversations with Charlotte
Cool, Charlie Mayfield and other friends in John Lewis. Building on our five years
of work to put stewardship at the heart of sustainable success, we were talking
at around the time the Ownership Commission was developing its analysis of the
importance of diversity of ownership, and the government was beginning to show
more interest in the case for fairer treatment of employee-owned companies and
public sector mutuals.

Meanwhile we were alerted to the emergence of new legislation to permit a ‘flexible
purpose corporation’ in US law. Our members Morrison Foerster helped by hosting
a lecture at which Nick O’Donohoe described the importance of social enterprise
and the creation of the Big Society Bank to bring new sources of finance.

Then in the first half of 2012 Morrison Foerster kindly hosted a series of dialogues
at which we started to explore the issues related to diversity of business form. This
provided a sounding board through which Tomorrow’s Company could define the
issues and helped us engage with the twelve Project Partners who had the courage
to explore these issues without any idea where their discussions might lead them.

Mark Preston of Grosvenor kindly took on the chairmanship of the group, acting as
a powerful leader with his combination of rigorous thinking, constructive problem
solving and direct communications. David Hawley as his deputy proved a highly
skilled chair for our discussions with strong policy awareness and a fine eye for
detail. Each Project Partner made their own presentation about the unique features
of their organisation’s legal status, ownership accountability, and governance.
These intriguing dialogues confirmed our view that we undervalue the rich diversity
of form that we enjoy in the UK. All the Project Partners studied successive drafts
with diligence, often energetically and convincingly arguing their case but sometimes
graciously bowing to respect opposite views. Such is the spirit of a powerful
business-led project in which leaders bring their experience and beliefs to the
table, but also their intellects and their listening skills. It is a privilege to serve such
a group. The resulting report really does carry the imprint of all its signatories.

At this early stage we were helped by the diligent research of Sophie Nodzenski,
who was succeeded by Moatez Chauochi. Another volunteer, Dea Gjinovci, made
an excellent contribution in helping us make contact with companies who might
be interested. We invited a number of listed companies to participate, and were
disappointed that none of them felt able to join the project. However Nigel Rich, an
experienced listed company chairman, gave generously of his time and experience,
and indeed there was a pivotal Project Partner meeting in which both he and Dame
Fiona Reynolds, former Director General of the National Trust, joined us and took a
leading part in the discussions.

As the project took off, Anahide Pilibossian took on a familiar role in supporting
me on the project management side. She was ably helped by Jyoti Kalyan.
After Anahide left the organisation, we were fortunate to find in Jeremy Foster
a diligent researcher with an excellent eye for detail and a highly dedicated
approach. Meanwhile our director of research, strategy and policy, Pat Cleverly
made her characteristically rigorous and comprehensive contribution right across
the project, from original thinking and market intelligence, through thought
leadership to editorial guidance and project management advice.
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We have also leaned heavily on Philip Sadler, our Senior Fellow, who had been
prompting Tomorrow’s Company for several years to think harder about the question
of the government as owner, and who contributed impressive quantities of case
studies and drafts for the report. I would like to acknowledge the major part Pat,
Philip and Jeremy all played as we shaped this report.

We chose to complement the work of the Project Partners with a Research Faculty.
Here we were lucky to bring together formidable brains from the Project Partner
companies and from outside. In particular I would like to thank Philip Goldenberg
who has been advising Tomorrow’s Company on aspects of company law since we
started work on the 1995 RSA Inquiry, Colin Mayer, who gave the partners a special
presentation based on his excellent new book, Firm Commitment, and Graeme
Nuttall, who at the same time as he was leading work for the UK government on
employee ownership found the time to contribute significantly to our thinking. Alice
Piure also gave us important research support.

Another lawyer who especially helped us with our understanding of business
form was Luke Fletcher of Bates, Wells & Braithwaite. Duncan Campbell Smith, a
corporate historian of distinction, particularly prompted us to look at the implications
for our report of the history of the Post Office and Royal Mail. I would also like to
acknowledge the particular contribution on the communications side of the project
of Fenella Gentleman (Grosvenor) and Samantha Dowling (Employee Ownership
Association). This is an addition to the many authoritative people and organisations
who agreed to be interviewed, who are listed on page 43.

I would like to express warm thanks to other members of the Tomorrow’s Company
team of volunteers and staff. In particular Alex Cowie, Luisa Bramao Ramos,
Sonia Singh, Jasmin Tutt, Alex Maitland, Emma Barklamb, Anna Jones, Antonios
Maropoulos and Edward Ward. Finally the pressures on Tony Manwaring, our CEO,
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a pleasure to work with them.
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form, then I trust that all the people mentioned here are able to feel combined
pride in the achievement.

Mark Goyder
Founder director, Tomorrow’s Company
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